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Burnett: The plus nines of climate change

The plus nines of climate change

The clitoris chaplain must be limited
to two deliberations
if appeasement is to be avoided:

I hope that pensioners don’t die out
and that our icons might stop melting.
The search continues rising.

You know there is no songbird
where there is no engine
and all our Wednesdays still travelling.
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Note on the Text
The plus nines of climate change takes as its starting point the belief that new perspectives on
climate change are needed from the futuristic, apocalyptic norms which seek to persuade us of
the urgent and instrumental need to 'solve' climate change before it is too late. Viewing climate
change as more of an ongoing journey which we are constantly in the process of negotiation,
this poem uses chance procedures as a means of helping us view climate change and its
discourses in surprising ways. The OULIPO group of writers sought out new patterns and
structures for writing, similar to my own quest for new patterns or structures for approaching
climatic change. This poem takes the following climate change tropes as its starting point and
applies an N+9 procedure on them - replacing every noun in the poem with the noun nine
places further on in the dictionary: “Climate change must be limited to two degrees if
apocalypse is to be avoided. I hope that penguins don’t die out and that our ice caps might stop
melting. The sea continues rising. You know there is no solution where there is no end and all
our weather still travelling.”
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